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Top Stories
Japan wins World Baseball
Classic, 10-6
In PETCO Park, San Diego,
California, Japan won the inagural
2006 World Baseball Classic 10-6
over Cuba. Starting Japanese
pitcher Daisuke Matsuzaka won
the game's Most Valuable player
award.
Protestors mark 3rd
anniversary of Iraq invasion
1000s of people took to the
streets in a "Global Day of Action"
to mark the third anniversary of
the US-led invasion of Iraq. The
weekend rallies and
demonstrations drew smaller
crowds than earlier million-strong
anti-war demonstrations. US
President Bush, despite dwindling
public approval, marked the
occasion with a speech, outlining
his commitment to democracy in
the region.
Featured story
UN creates rapid-response
fund for disasters
The United Nations has started a
rainy-day emergency fund,
collecting money in advance to
use for future emergencies...
Wikipedia Current Events
•In the United Kingdom,

Metropolitan Police confirm they
are to investigate claims the
ruling Labour Party broke the
1925 Honours (Preventions of
Abuses) Act in the ongoing
controversy over "cash for
peerages" row.
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former Archbishop of North and
South America, and spiritual leader
•The French National Assembly
of the Greek Orthodox community
votes for the DADVSI ("Right of
in the United States of America for
the Author and related rights in
37 years, Iakovos Coucouzis, will
the information society) act by
be published during 2006. The
296 votes for against 193. The
Archbishop passed away in 2005.
DADVSI act implements the 2001 According to information, the
EU Copyright Directive with some publication of the correspondence
modifications. The UMP (rightof the late Archbishop will be the
wing), which has the absolute
result of the co-operation between
majority at the National
the Theology School of the
Assembly, voted for, while the left Aristotle University of Thessaloniki,
voted against it. MPs of the
the non-governmental Institute for
center-right UDF voted either
National and Religious Studies and
against the text or abstained
the program Ecumenical
themselves. Peer-to-peer
Hellenism.
becomes a crime
Wikipedia Current Events

According to Athanasios
Angelopoulos - who, along with
killed in eastern Chad by
members of the rebel UFDC. The theology professor Athanasios
growing rebel movement seeks to Karathanasis and political science
student Nicolaos Mottas, has the
overthrow Chadian president
scientific diligence of the project Idriss Deby.
the personal correspondence of
•Irish Prime Minister Bertie Ahern
Iakovos contains important
has said in Parliament that he
information about the national
believes the British security
issues of Greece; such as the
forces colluded with loyalist
Cyprus issue; the Macedonian and
paramilitaries in the planning of
the northern Epirus issues.
Belfast solicitor Pat Finucane's
murder in 1989.
A dynamic personality, the spiritual
•Over 150 Chadian soldiers are

leader of the Greek Orthodox
community in the United States
deal, it is announced that
from 1959 to 1996, Iakovos,
Gazprom intends to build two
constructed relations with all the
large natural gas pipelines
American presidents, from Harry
directly to China within the next
Truman to Bill Clinton and various
5 years. Russia will also help
construction of two nuclear power personalities from the Americas;
such as minorities' leaders, with
plants in China.
most famous to be his friendship
with Martin Luther King Jr. More
Correspondence of late Greek
specifically, the personal
Orthodox leader of Americas to
correspondence of the Greek
be published
Orthodox leader contains letters
Thessaloniki, Greece – The
between Iakovos and various
personal correspondence of the
•In a major Sino-Russian energy
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United States presidents like John
Fitzegerald Kennedy, Richard
Nixon, Ronald Reagan, George H.
W. Bush and other political
personalities such as ministers,
ambassadors and Washington,
D.C. officials. According to
professor Angelopoulos, the twovolume book publication will
contain photocopies of the original
correspondence’s documents and
moreover a major text - written in
by Angelopoulos in greek language
and translated into english
language by Nicolaos Mottas which will summarize the keynote
and meaning of Iakovos'
correspondence as well as it's
impact in the political, social and
religious life of the Greek Orthodox
Community in the United States of
America and the Greek-American
relations.
The supervisor of the project,
professor Athanasios Angelopoulos
stated that Archbishop Iakovos'
personal correspondence in a twovolume book will be published
within 2006. The publication,
which will be prefaced by the
Archbishop of Athens and All
Greece Christodoulos, will be
presented in Thessaloniki, Athens;
and possibly to the Greek
Community in the United States.
Protestors mark 3rd
anniversary of Iraq invasion
Thousands of people around the
world took to the streets in a
"Global Day of Action" to mark the
third anniversary of the US-led
invasion of Iraq. The weekend
rallies and demonstrations drew
smaller crowds than earlier antiwar demonstrations, when millions
gathered in 2003 and 2004. US
President George W Bush, despite
dwindling public approval, marked
the occasion with a speech,
outlining his commitment to
democracy in the region.
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Tens of thousands of protesters
gathered this weekend across the
United States to protest what they
say is the continuing occupation of
Iraq. Protestors called for
accountability from the current
administration. According to U.S.
group, United for Peace and
Justice, over 500 cities planned
protests in all 50 U.S. states.
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when police fired on
demonstrators with water
cannons. In Tokyo, about 800
demonstrators took to the streets,
after some 2000 protested the day
earlier.

About 1,000 protesters gathered
near New York's Times Square at a
rally where speakers denounced
the Bush administration and the
In Portland Oregon, about 10,000 continuing US troop presence in
anti-war protesters took almost an Iraq. The demonstrations were
hour to pass through downtown
organised by many diverse
streets on Sunday 19th March.
groups.
Some carried signs reading:
"Impeach the Evildoer." On
Many more thousands also
Saturday, more than 7,000 people gathered in cities around the
marched through downtown
globe, including in the Iraqi cities
Chicago. About 200 people
of Basra and Baghdad. In Rome
gathered Sunday at Chalmette
tens of thousands took to the
National Cemetery to protest the
streets, with signs: "Stop the war
military conflict overseas. They
in Iraq" and "No to the war for
say the war had hurt the country's oil." Prime Minister Silvio
ability to help New Orleans recover Berlusconi, a supporter of US
from hurricane disaster. Around 20 President George W. Bush, sent
demonstrators were arrested in
nearly 3,000 Italian soldiers to
Washington, DC. About 200 joined Iraq despite the objections of a
a march Sunday along New York's majority of Italians.
Fifth Avenue.
In London, police estimated a
In Toronto, Canada some 1,000
crowd of at least 15,000 showed
protesters converged opposite the up for the anti-war march. The
U.S. consulate. In Ottawa, dozens city's Mayor Ken Livingstone made
of demonstrators gathered two
an appearance at the event in
blocks from Parliament Hill and
Trafalgar Square which peace
later at the National Gallery to
groups had organised to demand
protest the wars in Iraq and
the immediate withdrawal of 8,000
Afghanistan. Several hundred
British troops, the second largest
protesters marched through
military contingent after the
downtown Halifax. Protests in
United States in Iraq.
Montreal and Vancouver also
attracted hundreds.
A turnout of several thousand
people was reported in Denmark,
In Seoul, 1,000 people
Greece, Spain and Turkey. In
demonstrated - urging the South
Athens, nearly 2,000 protesters
Korean government to bring their
marched to the US embassy, led
troops home. South Korea has
by Palestinian immigrants who
3,200 troops in northern Iraq - the chanted anti-American slogans,
largest contingent of foreign
"Get the imperialists out of Iraq
troops after the US and Britain. In and Afghanistan" and "Bush is
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, about 600 terrorist Number One". Protests
people protested peacefully - in
were also held outside US facilities
contrast to the 2005 gathering
at Souda military base on the
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island of Crete and in Greece's
second city of Salonika.
Demonstrators in Istanbul, led by
leftist and Islamist groups, called
for the American troops to pull out
of Iraq with banners saying
"United States, go home".
Communist party officials in
Portugal organised an anti-war
rally in Lisbon, claiming solidarity
with "the fight of the Iraqi people".
In Copenhagen, some 3,000
people marched in the streets,
organisers and police said, with
banners reading "Bring back the
troops now". Demonstrators rallied
outside the US embassy before
marching on to the British
embassy. Police said one person
was arrested.
Peace activists staged a peaceful
march in Geneva where one of the
anti-war organisers said that
"there is even less legitimacy to
the American presence in Iraq
today than there was three years
ago". In Stockholm where a few
hundred people braved the cold
and falling hail to gather at an
outdoor rally in the Swedish
capital, the mother of a British
soldier killed in Iraq took the
stage, putting the blame on the
US and British leaders. In
Barcelona, Spain, 2,000 people according to police - joined a
march protesting the war.
In Australia actions drew around
1,000 people in both Sydney and
Melbourne demonstrated, with
smaller rallies in other cities.
Reports in Perth indicate between
500 and 1000 people took part in
a demonstration.
The government still has over
1,300 troops on duty in and
around Iraqi. In February, Prime
minister John Howard announced
an additional 450 ADF troops will
be sent to Iraq, despite other
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countries withdrawing numbers.
According to Bloomberg, President
Mr Howard justified the reversal of Bush is giving a series of speeches
policy as being in the "broader
aimed at "rallying Americans
interests of democracy in the
behind his policies." The U.S. has
Middle East".
133,000 troops in Iraq. U.S.
military deaths in Iraq have
Australia's oppostion Defence
surpassed 2,300. Public support
Spokesman Robert McClelland said for the war is falling and the cost
it's a "question of resources". For
of the conflicts in Iraq and
instance, we've spent $1.2 billion
Afghanistan rising to $9.8 billion a
on the war in Iraq to date, and
month.
that's more than we spend each
year on the entire Australian
The President told the audience:
Federal Police budget," he said.
"in the face of continued reports
"Australian people are very
about killings and reprisals" he
concerned that we're going to be
could "understand how some
sucked along into a civil war
Americans have had their
situation in Iraq."
confidence shaken," he said.
"Others look at the violence they
"The truckloads of tortured,
see each night on their television
mutilated bodies, smashed
screens, and they wonder how I
infrastructure and cost of the Iraq can remain so optimistic about the
war now approaching one trillion
prospects of success in Iraq. They
Australian dollars are outcomes of wonder what I see that they
the Prime Minister's decision to
don't." He alluded to the northern
back President Bush's invasion 3
Iraqi city, Tal Afar. He said the city
years ago," Greens Leader Bob
"was once a key base of
Brown said.
operations for al Qaeda and is
today a free city that gives reason
A Hawker Britton opinion poll
for hope for a free Iraq."
suggests that almost two thirds of
Australians want ADF troops to
Much of downtown Cleveland
leave Iraq within the next couple
where Mr Bush spoke was
months. Last week, visiting US
barricaded off by Police. About 100
Secretary of State Condoleezza
anti-war protesters chanted for
Rice was heckled by campaigners
the president to leave. The group
in Sydney, who accused her of
held signs with peace messages
"war crimes" and having "blood on and beat drums.
her hands".
Four polls published last week put
President Bush marked the third
Bush's approval ratings at an allanniversary of the start of
time low - somewhere between 33
Operation Iraqi Freedom with a
and 36 per cent. A CNN/Gallup poll
speech given in Cleveland, Ohio.
has his approval rating at 36 per
Elaborating on the effort to build
cent. The Pew Centre's poll put
democracy in Iraq Mr Bush said,
approval at 33 - the lowest rating
"We are implementing a strategy
of his presidency.
that will lead to victory... the
United States will not abandon
U.S. Defence Secretary Donald
Iraq," he said. "Americans have
Rumsfeld wrote in the Washington
never retreated in the face of
Post on Monday, arguing the Iraqi
thugs and assassins, and we will
insurgency was failing. He wrote:
not begin now."
"Turning our backs on post-war
Iraq today would be the modern
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equivalent of handing post-war
Germany back to the Nazis." Vice
President Dick Cheney also
"remains optimistic about the
outcome of the US involvement."

The incident happened during the
evacuation of the Place de la
Nation by the CRS at the end of
the demonstration against the first
employment contracts at about
8.30 p.m. Cyril Ferez works for the
Orange telecommunication
company in Torcy and is a member
of the trade union Sud-PTT, which
represents workers at post offices
and telecommunication
companies. According to the
photographer Bruno Stevens, Cyril
Ferez was running away from the
police, together with some other
demonstrators. "He was slower. He
was hit directly on the head. He
collapsed like a sack. They hit him
further while he was lying on the
ground," the photographer told the
French newspaper Libération.
While he was hit by the police, he
did not react in any hostile way
towards them, said another
photographer, Victor Tonelli. The
police are said to have hit the
demonstrator with night sticks and
with their feet. The trade union
Sud-PTT accuses the police of not
having called for medical help for
the injured person, despite having
been called to do so. The trade
union demands an official meeting
with the home secretary on
Wednesday afternoon and calls the
behaviour of the police as not
being worthy of the government of
a democratic state. According to a
report of the press association
Reuters, the seriously injured
person was immediately
hospitalised. According to
members of the government,
referring to the treating doctors,
Cyril Ferez was admitted to the
hospital Henri-Mondor de Créteil
with 2.7 grammes of alcohol in his
blood. According to a report of a
CRS-officer, with a copy of it on
hand of the press association AFP
and relying on statements of Cyril
Ferez (before he fell into his
coma), the injuries are not a result
of a fight between CRS-officers

Three years on, with 2,300
Americans killed, 17,000 troops
injured, somewhere between
30,000 and 100,000 Iraqis killed
and the onset of "civil war," the US
occupation of Iraq costs $200
million each day.
Meanwhile the conflict continues in
Iraq. On Tuesday around 100 Iraqi
insurgent fighters, armed with
automatic rifles and rocketpropelled grenades, stormed a jail
near Baghdad, killing at least 17
policemen. Authorities said all 33
prisoners were freed and 10
attackers were killed. After
burning the police station, the
group detonated roadside bombs
as they fled. At least 13 policemen
and civilians and 15 gunmen were
wounded in the attack.
A recent wave of violence has left
more than 1,000 Iraqis dead since
the bombing last month of a Shiite
Muslim shrine.
Demonstrator in coma serious allegations against the
French police
During the large demonstration
against the impending so-called
First Employment Contract law (in
French: Contrat de Première
Embauche - CPE) on Saturday in
Paris, one of the demonstrators
was perilously injured in the head.
Now, allegations have been
brought against the French riot
police Compagnies Républicaines
de Sécurité (CRS). Eyewitnesses
report that officers of the CRS
kicked 39-year-old Cyril Ferez
while he was lying on the ground.
A report of a CRS-officer draws a
different picture of the incident.
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and Cyril Ferez. According to this
report, Cyril Ferez was attacked by
other demonstrators. The report
was given to the police audit.
Members of the opposition party
and the trade unions demand a
complete clearing up of the
incident.
On Sunday morning, Cyril Ferez
fell into a coma. The police audit
„Inspection générale des services“
wants to investigate the incident.
Therefore, the police audit would
like to find out which witnesses
were on site and which officers of
the CRS were involved in the
incident. Doctors assume that
Cyril Ferez, if he survives, will
suffer from neurological
consequences. Directly after the
demonstration, the police
prefecture had claimed that 18
demonstrators had been injured,
but that there was no seriously
injured person among them.
French trade unions and student
organisations have announced a
general strike for 28 March. On
Saturday, about 1.5 million people
participated in the countrywide
demonstrations against CPE.
Yellow Sheep River develops
€123 Linux based computer
Engineers at China's Yellow Sheep
River have developed a desktop
computer, called a Municator,
which costs only €123
(US$149.93). The machine is
designed to help bridge the digital
divide in China and to expand
China's small domestic
semiconductor industry. Its
development has been heavily
subsidized by local governments.
The Municator measures 14.5 x 18
x 3.7 cm. (5.7 x 7.1 x 1.5 in.),
and weighs 0.65 kg. (1.4 pounds).
It is expected to use an existing
TV as a monitor.
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The 64-bit Godson II CPU used in
the machine has a MIPS-like
instruction set, and is roughly as
fast as a 500-mhz Pentium III.
The Godson II consumes relatively
little power for its speed, in
comparison to x86 Intel and
compatible AMD chips. A similar
Chinese laptop project called the
Longmeng also uses the Godson
II.
The operating sytem is a Linux
distribution, known as Thinix 3.0,
which is overseen by the Chinese
government for security reasons.
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run first inning was capped off by
Toshiake Imae's two-run single.
Cuba used three pitchers in the
inning, including starter Omari
Romero and reliever Norberto
Gonzalez. Japan also added two
more runs in the fifth inning, after
three straight base hits to start
the inning and Michihiro
Ogasawara's sacrifice fly with one
out. Ichiro Suzuki's one-out RBI
single off of Adiel Palma in the
ninth drove in Osmani Urrutia,
which proved to be the winning
run. After an intentional walk,
Kosuke Fukudome put the game
away with a base hit to left that
scored two. Michihiro Ogaswara
added a sacrifice fly.
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international sport, not just an
American sport. The team has
stuck with the tournament,
through bad calls and good alike,
and the reward was the sterling
silver trophy presented to them as
champions of the World Baseball
Classic. Even Ichiro Suzuki was
amazed by their work, saying "To
be honest, I never imagined we'd
get there. We had a great team,
the best. I hope we showed
everyone what a great sport
baseball is."

Cuba's amazing run was stopped
short, but beisbol was still at the
The operating system distribution
top of Cuba's mind after the
includes Firefox for web browsing,
defeat. “Personally, I think we
Thunderbird for e-mail, Gaim for
have shown the quality of Cuban
instant messaging, Skype for VoIP, Cuba's Eduardo Paret started the
players,” Cuba manager Higinio
Red Office for Linux for word
bottom of the first inning with a
Velez said. “I told everybody to
processing, and MPlayer for
solo home run that landed in the
have patience. I said we are team
audio/video playback.
first row of the left field stands.
of men, not names.” The Cuban
Cuba mounted a rally in the ninth, team barreled through so many
No version of Microsoft Windows
when Ariel Pastano led off with a
major leaguers, but today
supports the Godson II.
double. He was eventually driven
everything cracked, especially the
in by Cuban shortstop Eduardo
pitching. However, they never
The MIT Media Lab has a similar
Peret's infield single, but Cuba was gave up, rallying in the last inning,
initiative to develop an
unable to score any more runs.
but just like Frederich Cepeda
inexpensive Linux machine, known Cuba responded with four straight said, “We went and fought for this
as the $100 laptop, which seeks to hits of their own in the bottom of
game just like every other game in
begin production by the end of
the sixth, scoring two runs.
this tournament, but Japan also
2007.
Designated hitter Yoandy Garlobo went out and fought for this game.
grounded into an inning-ending
We tried to get back on top, but
Japan wins World Baseball
double play, with men on first and they played better than we did and
Classic, 10-6
third. Frederich Cepeda's two-run they deserve the victory because
Today at around 6:00 a.m. UTC,
home run in the bottom of the
they played better.” Due to the
Akinori Otsuka struck out Cuban
eighth inning off of Soichi Fujita
deal that allowed Cuba into the
star Youlieski Gourriel to give
cut the Japanese lead to 6-5,
WBC, they are donating all their
Japan a 10-6 victory over Cuba in before the four-run Japanese ninth money to Hurricane Katrina
the inaugural World Baseball
put the game away.
Victims.
Classic. Daisuke Matsuzaka
recorded the win with a 1.38 ERA
After 5 failed tries at the Olympics, MLB commissioner and WBC
and was named the tournament's Japan has finally capped it off with organizer Bud Selig admitted, "The
most valuable player. The game
this gold-medal win at the Classic. intensity in the stands as well as
was played in PETCO Park before a "My players showed me a fantastic the intensity on the playing field
crowd of 42,696.
performance tonight," Sadaharu
was absolutely remarkable, and
Oh, the team's coach, said
I'm not sure that going into it you
The highly-touted Japanese team
through a translator after the
could have felt that. I'm very
took a commanding lead in the
game. "I know they did it for
confident that this will be the
first inning. Vicyohandry Odelin
Japan." Most people agree that
platform that we use to take this
walked one man with the bases
this victory has driven home the
sport internationally to the
loaded, and hit another. The four- fact that baseball is now an
dimension that I want to take it
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and believe that we will." Spikes
worn by Oh, a jersey worn by
Matsuzaka, a baseball cap worn by
Nobuhiko Matsunaka, a helmet
worn by Ichiro, and a warm-up
jacket worn by Koji Uehara, will all
be sent to Cooperstown's Baseball
Hall of Fame to be displayed.
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restored in Innisfail. "The whole
bloody place is blown apart... this
is going to be a long, slow
recovery," he said.
Larry caused widespread damage
as it crossed the coast south of
Cairns, with winds of up to
290km/h (180 mph). Thousands
of buildings were damaged and
most of the Australia's banana
crop has been destroyed.
Thousands of kilometres of power
lines were brought down. Many
key roads are flooded.

Ohio man kills teen who
walked on his lawn
Charles Martin, 66, of Union
Township, Ohio called 911 on
Sunday saying, "I just killed a kid.
I shot him with a (censored word)
.410 shotgun, twice. He's laying in
the yard."
State Emergency Service
volunteers are putting tarpaulins
Police say Martin shot and killed
on damaged homes. "Some homes
Larry Mugrage, 15, a high school
will need complete rebuilding and
freshman, for walking onto his
that will take many months. But
lawn on Sunday.
right now let's get the bandaids
out and get people settled as
"I've been harassed by him and
much as we can and then start the
his parents for five years. Today
serious rebuilding of the Innisfail
just blew it up," Martin told
area." said Kathryn Ryan, from the
dispatchers when he called 911.
Disaster Management Group
Martin has been charged with
murder.
On Monday, Judge James Shriver
ordered that Martin be held
without bail. A hearing is
scheduled for Thursday.
Queensland mops up after
Cyclone Larry's billion dollar
devastation
Areas in far north Queensland
remain without electricity, running
water or sewerage after Category
5 Cyclone Larry hit the coast on
Monday morning. Queensland
Premier Peter Beattie has declared
a state of emergency in Innisfail
and says he is worried about the
outbreak of diseases. Army
engineers are among more than
1,000 people assisting in
Queensland's cyclone relief effort.
Premier Beattie says it could be
more than a week before power is

Hospitals are unable to cope with
the lack of clean running water
and reliable power supplies. There
are concerns about outbreaks of
dengue fever and other mosquitoborne diseases. "Our main concern
is with the quality of the drinking
water, the quality of people's food
supplies and any health risks from
inundation by water," a health
spokesman said.
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Cyclone Larry will have widespread
effects on the fruit industry.
Among supplies flowing in were
nearly 10,500 gallons of water and
6,000 in-flight meals provided by
Qantas. Troops also set up a water
purification unit, and health
authorities warned residents to
boil their water. "There most
certainly would be around 7,000
people … that are effectively
homeless," Federal Minister Bob
Katter told The Associated Press.
"They're sitting in four walls but
no roof." Some 17,000 homes
were blacked out in Cairns.
Ergon Energy Regional services
manager Geoff Bowes says
generators have been sent to
Innisfail to provide power for
sewerage works and some
supermarkets and extra staff have
been flown in from Brisbane and
Townsville. "Nothing could prepare
us for this," he said.
The Australian reports that
building industry and government
sources have estimated the cost of
Larry as "one of Australia's most
costly natural disasters, with a
damage bill expected to exceed
$1.5 billion."

So far there have been no deaths
or major injuries reported.
Forecasters have warned of more
wild weather for Queensland, with
Queensland Health Minister Jim
a second cyclone expected to
Guthrie says there is no electricity approach the coast later this
in Innisfail, the hardest hit town in week. The Bureau of Meteorology
Cyclone Larry's path. "It's just too say Tropical Cyclone Wati is
difficult to keep the hospital
moving towards the westoperating," he said. "There's no
northwest at 13 km per hour and
mains power but they're also
should gradually intensify over the
having trouble with generators next 24 hours.
there's a lack of fuel."
UN creates rapid-response
The region's banana, sugar cane
fund for disasters
and avocado farm industries will
After every earthquake, flood, or
need rebuilding. Jan Davis, of fruit other disaster, the call goes out for
growers' group Growcom, says
pledges to fund emergency relief.
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Then a second round of begging
tries to convert those pledges into
actual payments. In the
meantime, some relief is delayed,
and people die. Money that does
eventually come may not be in
proportion to the need. For
example, relief funding for the 26
December 2004 tsunami generally
came rapidly and exceeded the
amount requested, but famine
relief for 3.5 million Kenyans
suffering drought is now 75%
underfunded.
To help solve these problems, the
United Nations this month created
the Central Emergency Response
Fund (CERF) as a rainy-day
savings account, to be dipped into
when urgent needs require that
money be spent within days--not
in several months after aid
pledges start being fulfilled. The
Fund is about half way to the goal
of half a billion dollars in deposits,
which could be spent for either
natural or man-made disasters.
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The biggest donations paid so far
are $41 million from Sweden and
$30 million from Norway. The
largest pledges are $70 million
from the United Kingdom and $24
million from the Netherlands.
New Zealand Attorney-General
resigns
David Parker resigned today from
Cabinet, a day after he resigned
his position as Attorney-General
and after publicity around his filing
of an incorrect declaration with the
Companies Office on behalf of
Queens Park Mews Limited.
The declaration said that the three
shareholders had unanimously
agreed not to appoint an auditor
for the company; but according to
Investigate Magazine, another
shareholder, Russell Hyslop, had
never been consulted about the
matter.

Parker confesses to making a
"mistake" over the returns. He
says when Hyslop was declared
"We meet to launch a fund that is bankrupt in 1997, he cleared it
proactive rather than reactive. The with the Official Assignee for the
CERF will provide a ready pool of
first two years. He then forgot to
resources that better empower the clear on other years.
United Nations in funding
immediate relief efforts in the
Parker was saying early this
aftermath of disasters," said UN
morning that he would persist in
Secretary-General Kofi Annan on
holding his other portfolios.
March 9.
Prime Minister Helen Clark
Jan Egeland, the UN Emergency
released the news shortly before
Relief Coordinator, will manage the 11 a.m. (NZST) as she walked into
Fund. "We are working on the two a caucus meeting. She said, "I
first allocations from the
have this morning accepted Mr
CERF...One is to the Horn of Africa Parker's resignation from all his
and Kenya drought, the other one portfolios."
is to Cote d'Ivoire where
humanitarian work and the civilian Knowingly authorising a false
population is suffering so much,"
statement is an offence under the
he said. "Too often, aid resembles Companies Act. The maximum
a lottery in which a few win but
penalty under section 373(4) for
most lose based on considerations filing a false return is a fine of
other than need. We must move
$200,000 or five years of
from lottery to predictability so all imprisonment.
those who suffer receive aid."
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Today in History
1765 - The Parliament of Great
Britain passed the Stamp Act,
adding fuel to the growing
separatist movement in colonial
America.
1784 - The Emerald Buddha of
Thailand was installed at the Wat
Phra Kaew on the grounds of the
Grand Palace in Bangkok.
1888 - William McGregor, director
of Aston Villa F.C. in Birmingham,
England, founded The Football
League.
1945 - The Arab League was
founded by 7 Arab states.
1995 - Russian cosmonaut Valeri
Polyakov of the Soyuz programme
returned from the Mir space
station after 437 days in space,
setting a record for the longest
spaceflight.
Quote of the Day
"As I understand it, laws,
commands, rules and edicts are
for those who have not the light
which makes plain the pathway."
~ Anne Hutchinson
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